How early mammals evolved night vision to
avoid predators
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National Institutes of Health. "We've been working
for a long time to understand the fundamental
mechanisms behind rod and cone development."
Previous work done by Swaroop and his colleagues
showed that a transcription factor called NRL
pushes cells in the retina toward maturing into rods
by suppressing genes involved in cone
development. "We began to wonder if, somehow,
the short-wavelength cones were converted into
rods during evolution," says Swaroop.
To investigate the origin of rods in mammals,
Swaroop and his team examined rod and cone
cells taken from mice at different stages of
development. Details of an organism's embryonic
development often reveal traits carried by its
evolutionary ancestors; consider, for instance, how
A section of a mouse retina showing rod photoreceptors human embryos initially develop gill-like slits and a
(green) and cone photoreceptors (magenta). Cell nuclei
tail.
are stained in blue. Credit: Jessica Gumerson

Early mammals evolved in a burst during the
Jurassic period, adapting a nocturnal lifestyle when
dinosaurs were the dominant daytime predator.
How these early mammals evolved night vision to
find food and survive has been a mystery, but a
new study publishing June 20 in Developmental
Cell suggests that rods in the mammalian eye,
extremely sensitive to light, developed from colordetecting cone cells during this time to give
mammals an edge in low-light conditions.
Cone cells are specialized for certain wavelengths
of light to help animals detect color, while rods can
detect even a single photon and are specialized for
low-light vision. "The majority of mammals have
rod-dominant retinas, but if you look at fish, frogs,
or birds, the vast majority are cone-dominated—so
the evolutionary question has always been, 'What
happened?'" says Anand Swaroop, a retina
biologist at the National Eye Institute, part of the

Cone photoreceptors (green) in a slice from a mouse
retina. A majority of the photoreceptors (97%) in the
retina are rods (black). The black layer on top of the
photoreceptors is retinal pigment epithelium. Credit: JungWoong Kim

The researchers saw that in early stages, two days
after the mice were born, developing rod cells
expressed genes normally seen in mature short-
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wavelength cones (which are used in other animals nocturnal bottleneck. This visual abstracts depicts the
findings of Kim et al., who provide evidence suggesting
to detect ultraviolet light). When the researchers
examined the epigenetics of purified rod cells from that this evolutionary transition was driven by molecular
innovations in the Maf-family protein NRL, which led to
mice, they saw that these aspects became
the recruitment of rods from S cones in early mammals.
repressed by histone and DNA methylations later in
Credit: Kim et al./Developmental Cell 2016
development, ten days after the mice were born.
In zebrafish, which are diurnal and conedominated, another set of experiments showed that
"These rod photoreceptors retain the molecular
the rod cells didn't resemble cones at all. To
footprint of short-wavelength cones," says
investigate when the mammalian elements that turn
Swaroop. "We've provided evidence that by
cones to rods might have originated, the
acquiring the regulatory elements for NRL to shift
researchers reviewed genomic sequences from a
short-wavelength cones into rods, early mammals
variety of vertebrate animals. The team discovered
changed one type of cell from capturing UV
that the genes responsible for the regulation of NRL
light—which isn't necessary at night—to something
became more refined in the placental mammals as
that is just extremely sensitive to light."
the modern retina evolved and were lost in several
non-mammalian groups. The origin of this
More information: Developmental Cell, Kim,
regulatory system appeared to coincide with the
Yang, and Oel et al.: "Recruitment of Rod
evolution of nocturnality in early mammals.
Photoreceptors from Short Wavelength Sensitive
Cones during the Evolution of Nocturnal Vision in
The team concluded that in mammals, the
Mammals" www.cell.com/developmental-cel …
transcription factor NRL became restricted to the
1534-5807(16)30336-7 , DOI:
photoreceptors in the eye, forcing the cells to
10.1016/j.devcel.2016.05.023
change from cones to rods and giving early
mammals the edge they needed to take up an
active nighttime lifestyle. (Counter-intuitively,
humans depend more on cones for our vision, but
Provided by Cell Press
that's because our ancestors later evolved to take
advantage of the daylight hours again.)

The evolution of rod-dominant retinas was a critical
adaptation, allowing mammalian ancestors to survive a
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